
ELEMENTARY ZEROS OF LIE ALGEBRAS OF VECTOR FIELDS 

J. F. PLANTER 

WE CONSIDER a finite dimensional Lie algebra Y of s-k (k 2 1) differentiable vector fields on 

a finite dimensional manifold M. A point p E M is a ZYTO for yl if X(p) = 0 for erury SE 2’. 

For the classical special case of (the Lie algebra spanned by) a single vector field X, the zero 

p is said to bc elementary (or simple) if the derivative at p of the principal part of X is 

invertible. The equivalent coordinate-free formulation of this definition is that the vector 

field, rcgardcd as a map X: icf + TM, be transverse to the zero section at p [I]. From this 

point of view it can be seen that elementary zeros are stable, i.e.. they persist under 

perturbation of X. In addition, such zeros can bc assipncd an index of + I or - I and, 

when all zeros arc elementary and M is compact. the vector field satisfies the Poincarc -Hopf 

index formula. It is rcasonablc to ask how these notions should be formulated for zeros of 

an arbitrary Lie algebra. The correct definition turns out to involve the first Lit algebra 

cohomology of the linear part of Y at p. That the first cohomolopy is relevant is suggcstcd 

by results of Hirsch [S, 63 and Stowe [ 141. which relate stability of stationary points of 

group actions with the group cohomology of the linear action, and the relationship bctwccn 

ths cohomolopics of Lit groups and Lie algebras [IS]. Section I reviews basic results 

concorning cohomology of Lie algebras. Section 2 applies these results to the definition and 

description of elementary zeros for a Lie algebra of vector fields on a manifold. Section 3 

contains examples and a result, concerning commuting vector fields on a compact surface, 

which illustrate limitations to defining an index for a zero of a Lie algebra of vector fields. 

I. PR~:LIXlINARIES CONCERNING C0110~10L0GY OF LIE ALGEBRAS 

Suppose Y is a Lie algebra, V is a vector space, and 1’: Y + q/( V) is a Lie algebra 

homomorphism, i.e., p[X, Y] = p( X)p( Y) - p( Y)/,(X). If XE Y. UE C’ we will usually 

write ~J(X)U more simply as Xu. We define HO(Y, V) to be the subspace of V which is 

annihilated by p. 

H”(Y,V)={u~VIXu=OforallXEY}. 

A linear map f: Y -+ C’ is a I-cocycle if, for all X, YE 2’ 

/([Xv Yl, = Xl’( Y) - v-(X). 

If. in addition. there exists UE V such that /(X) = XU for all X E Ip then / is said to bc 

a I-cohoundur~. The coboundaries constitute a subspace of the linear space of cocycles and 

the quotient space is the cohomolopy space H’(Y, V) (p suppressed as usual). Sufficient 

background on cohomology of Lie algebras may be found in [4,7]. The first cohomology 

dcpcnds both on the structure of the Lie algebra of Y and the action {J. For example, if p is 

tSupportcd in pur by a grlnt from Ihe Na~iond Science Foundalion. 
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trivial (Su = 0 for all X, u). then the first cohomology is easily seen to be the linear space 

Hom(l”, [9. U]; k’). When Y is l-dimensional. H’(ip, r) is isomorphic to coker p(X) 

where X is a generator of Y. On the other hand, the Whitehead Lemma asserts that 

whenever Y is semi-simple, H’(Y, V) = 0 for any p. 

We now insist that Y and V be finite dimensional and real. In this context the set of all 

actions of Y on I’is a closed subset of a finite dimensional space. The following result says 

that triviality of H’ is stable under perturbations of the action. 

I.1 PROPOSITION. If/or some action p of 2’ on V, H’(Y. I’) = 0 then this condirion also 

holds jiv all actions sufficiently close to p. Furthermore, HO(Y’, I’) will htwe the same 
dimension for the perturbed action as it does for p. 

Prooj: Let If- be the linear space of skew symmetric bilinear maps from C’ x C’ to 
C’ ( ctv 2 C”” + IV2 where I = dim U). Denote by L(U, 2.) the space of linear maps from 

Y’ to 1: Define maps z: I’-+ f.(Y. V) and p: ,C(U, k’) 4 W by 

and 

Q(U)(X) = xu XE Y. UE V 

a(./.)(x, Y) = Au/‘(Y) - Yf(X) -f([X. Yl) 

where S, YEY and fE L4.Y’. 2’). By definitions. If”(Y’, C-) = kcrz and II’(1(‘, b’) = 

kcr [I, image 3. For an action p’ sujjcicn~ly close to p having corresponding linear 

maps z’ and /I’ WC have 

dim imapc CI 5 dim image a’ 5 dim kcr/l’ 5 dim kcr/I. 

If f1’(1/‘. b’) = 0 for p then image a = kcr/j. This implics that kcr/j’ and image z’ have the 

same dimension and thcrcforc, coincide, that is. fi’(Y’, k’) = 0 for p’. The last statomcnt of 

(I. I) follows since kcr a and kcr a’ have the same dimension. 

We now proccod toward a description of the signilicancc of the vanishing of the lirst 

cohomology when the Lit algebra is nilpotent. Analogous results for the case of cohomol- 

ogy of groups may be found in Hirsch [63. The only gcncral tools necdcd are the usual long 

exact cohomology sequence associated with a short exact scquencc of modules [43 and the 

following result. 

1.2 PROPOSITION. If X c Y is an ideal and p: V --, qP( V) is an action then there is un 

e.Vuct sequence 

id 
0 + H ‘(V/X’, H’(.%“‘, C’)) - H’(Y, L’)= H’(X‘, I’). 

The inflation map sends a cocycle f: U/d’/‘ + tf’(.%“, c’) to the composition i,,f c, IL where 

rc is the quotient projection and i is inclusion. The restriction map sends a cocyclef: 9 + V 

to its restriction to I’. 

The proof of (1.2) is a straightforward adaptation of the corresponding proof for group 

cohomology [Z]. One application of (1.2) is when .K = kerp. In this case fI’(.X‘. V) = V 

and (1.2) says that ff’(y, V) is non-trivial whenever If’ is non-trivial for the etTcctive part 

of p. 

I.3 LEvsf~\. lf lhere exists ZEY such Ihclt p(Z) is iniwtihle trncl central in p(Y) then 
H’(I/‘, I’) = 0. 
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Prooj The cocycle condition gives. for any X E 2’ and cocycle ,/I 

0 =f(CX, ZJ) = ‘V(Z) - g(x) 

f(X) = z-‘x/(z) = xz-‘/(Z, 

which says that f is a coboundary. 

1.4 LEMWA. ff Y’ is nilpotrnt und dim Y 2 2 then dim (9, [U, Y’] 1 2 2. 

Proof This is true in dimension 2 since 9’ is abelian in that case. Assume the lemma is 

true for dimension n - 1 (n 2 3). If dim Y = n, let / c Y be a central l-dimensional ideal. 

Since Y’lg has dimension (n - 1) it has an abelian quotient of dimension at least 2 and. 

therefore. so does 9’. 

1.5. LEMMA. [fp: 9’ + q/(Y) is a non-tritkl action such that every element ojp(U) is 

nilpotent thrn H’(Y. V) # 0. 

Proof: The result is clearly true when dim Y = I and V is arbitrary. It is also true. 

vacuously, when Y’ is arbitrary and dim 2’ = I. We assume dim Y 2 2 and that the result is 

true whcncvcr dim 2’ = 11 - I (n 2 2). In view of (1.2) we may assume 11 is effective (injcctive) 

and 1/’ is nilpotcnt. In fact, WC may select a basis for C’which puts every element of /j(Y) in 

nilpotcnt upper trianpular form [7). Let C, bc the subspacc of l’spanncd by the lirst (n - I) 

basis vectors ( Cy 1; 1 R) ;md Ict X“ c Y’ be the idcal consisting of all clcmcnts of Y whose 

restrictions to C;, arc Lcro. Since 11 is ektivc !I”(.%, C;,) = r;,. If X # Y’ then (1.2) gives 

0 -+ I/‘(Y’/.X‘. r;,, + ff’(Y, b’) 

and the rcsulr follows since the middle term is non-Lcro by the inductive hypothesis. On the 

other hand, if .%’ = Y then 1/’ acts trivially on C;, and the short exact sequence 

o--+r~-r’-+R-+o 

Icads to an exact sequence containing 

IP(Y, IR) -* \l’(Y/). r,;,, -+ II’(Y’, C’). c 

The second term is Horn (Y’;‘[V, 2’1, I;,) which has dimension 2 2 by (1.4). Since the first 

term has dimension 5 1, it follows that dim /I’( Y’. I’) 2 I and the proof of (1.5) is 

complete. 

1.6 f-%OPOSITION. /j-/l: Y -, I//( C’) is on uction with [U, U] # Y and H’(Y. V) = 0 

rhpn H”(Y”. C’) = 0. 

Pror,j Let C’,, be the largest subspace of Y on which every element of p(Y) is nilpotent. 

Since H”(Y, I’) c I; the proof will be completed by showing that 1: = 0. The short exact 

sequence 

o-+ V”-+ V-@ V/V”-*0 

yields the cohomology exact sequence containing 

ffO(Y, v/r’,, 4 H’(Y. V”) * H’(Y, V). 
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In this case H”(Y, l’,‘t;) = 0 so the hypothesis H’(4P, k’) = 0, together with (1.5), imply 

that Y acts trivially on 1: ( ki = H”(Y. C’)) and, therefore, since 

H’(Y, 1;) 1 Hom(Y/[Y’, 9’1, V.) 

we conclude that Ci = 0. 

The type of Lie algebra most similar to the one-dimensional Lie algebra is nilpotent. In 

this case there are several equivalent conditions. By “almost all” points in a real finite 

dimensional space we shall mean a subset that remains after removal of finitely many 

subspaces of lower dimension. 

1.7 PROPOSITION. For a nilpotent Lie alyebra 4p and representation p: Y + vf (C’) the 

fi~llowing are eqtriwlrnt. 

(i) H’(Y. I’*) = 0 

(ii) II”(Y. C’) = 0 

(iii) For alnros~ all XE 2’. p(X) is invertible. 

(iv) For sonw X E Y, p( X ) is intw~ible. 

Prooj That (i) implies (ii) follows from (1.6). (iii) implies (iv) is obvious, and (iv) im- 

plies (ii) follows from the definition of If”. The proof will be completed by showing that (ii) 

implies (iii) and that (ii) implies(i). 

Since y is nilpotent the complcxification of y has a special form 17. Chapter II]. 

Specifically. thu comploxification of L’is a direct sum W, @ . . .@ W, of invariant subspaces 

such that for any XEY the matrix of the restriction of p,(X) to W, is the sum of ;L scalar 

matrix and ;I nilpotcnt upper triangular matrix. The map which sends X to the scalar is 

a Lit algebra homomorphism hi and, assuming (ii), kcrhi is a closed subspncc of lower 

dimension (than .i/‘). For every XE y - 6 kcrhi 
( 1 

, p(X) is invertible since all its 
i-l 

cigsnvnlucs are non-zero. This shows that (ii) implies (iii). 

In order to complete the proof of 1.7 assume (ii) H”(Y, V) = 0 and equivalently, (iii) 

i)(X) is invcrtiblc for almost all XE~. It must be shown that (i) H’(Y, V) = 0. This 

assertion is true for abclian Y’ by (1.3). In particular it is true whenever dim Y 5 2. Assume 

it is true whenever dim Y < n (n 2 3). If dim y = n, then by (1.4) and (iii) there is 

a codimcnsion-one ideal x‘ c 9’ which contains an invertible element. Since 

I!“(x‘, V) = 0 and If’(;Y‘, V) = 0, (1.2) implies that H’(Y, V) = 0 and the proof of(l.7) is 

complete. 

2. ELEMENTARY ZEROS 

Consider the linear space x-‘(M) of %“(r 2 1) differentiable vector fields on a manifold 

M. If 9’ is a Lie algebra then an action of lu on M is a linear map A : Y + z”( hf ) such that 

A([ X, Y]) = [A (X), A( Y)] whenever X, YES’. A point PE M is said to be a zero of A if 

X(p) = 0 for all X E Y. Note that if A were integrated to give a local Lie group action then 

p would bc a stationary (or fixed) point of the local group action. 

Suppose now that pi M is a zero for A. For each X E 9’. the derivative of A(X) at p is 

a linear map from T,M to ToP( TM) (T denotes tangent spaces, 0, is the zero vector at p). 

Identifying these spaces in the standard way we regard the derivative of A(X) at p as an 

elcmcnt of yf (T,Jf ). The map y -+ /( T,M) which sends each XE 9’ to the derivative of 

/1( .y) at p is a linear action, of the type considered in the previous section, which is called the 

lirwcir pclrt of rl at p. 
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Definition. The zero p of the action 4 is elementary if, for the linear part of 4 at p, 

H’(Y, T,,M) = 0. 

2.1 THEOREM. If p is an elementary zero of an acrion 4 then in some nighborhood bi of 
p all :eros of A are elementary and the set of :eros in h: is a submanifold whose tangent space at 

p is HO(IP. TrM ). 

Proof Since the situation is local we may assume. by taking local coordinates. that M is 

an open subset of V and that TrM is identified with k’. Since p is elementary we have (from 

the proof of (1.1)) the exact sequence 

where a is determined by evaluation of the linear part of 4 at p. Denote by S the subspace 

a( C-) = ker /3 of f(U, k’). Select a complementary subspace for S and denote by rr the 

corresponding projection of f.(U, V) onto S. Using an ordered basis {X ,. . . . , X,) of Y we 

identify each fE f,(U, V) with (f(X,), . . . , f(X,))E V’. Define cp: M -+ S by 

V(X) = 7r(A(X,)(x). * . . . 4(X,)(.x)). 

We have q(p) = 0 and Dq(p) = @4(X,) (p). . . . DA(X,)(p)) = P(X. whcrc D denotes 

dcrivativc. Since Dq(p) is surjective there is a neighborhood N of p such that 

{.KE N I cp(.r) = 0) is a submanifold tangent at p to kcr Dcp(p) by the implicit function 

thcorcm. Rut kcrDq(p) is simply the set of vectors which are mapped to zero by cvcry 

DA(X,)(p), that is, ker Dq(p) = Ho@‘, T,,M). Finally, it follows, from (1.1) and the assump- 

tion that 4 is %‘I, that restricting suitably the size of N will insure that cvcry zero of 

A contained in N will be elcmcntary. This completes the proof of(2.1). 

2.2. COROLLARY. Suppose 4: Y + S’(M) is an action. 

(i) If [U, U] # Y then the elementary zeros of 4 are isoluted. 

(ii) If Y is semi-simple then every reru of A is elementary. In purticulur, the set of :eros of 
A is (I submunifold uf M. 

Proof (i) follows from (1.6) and (2.1). (ii) follows from (2.1) and the Whitehead,Lemma 

[4,7] which says that H’(Y, V) = 0 whenever 9’ is semi-simple. 

The last statement in (ii) of(2.2) was proven by Stowe [14] in the more general context of 

55” Lie group actions. For real analytic actions Guillemin and Sternberg [3] have shown 

that the semi-simple action can actually be linearized in a neighborhood of any zero. 

The following result is equivalent to Theorem A of [lo]. 

2.3 COROLLARY. Suppose A: 49 -,3’(M) is an action where [U, U] = Y. ff PE M is 

a zero for A at which the linear part is trivial, then the action 4 is trivial on the connected 

component of M which contains p. 

Proof The hypothesis on Ip and p imply that, for the linear part of A at p, 
HO(Y, T,M) = T,M and H’(P’, T,M) = 0. Now (2.1) says that the zero set of 4 includes 

a neighborhood ofp. Therefore, the set of points in M at which both A and its linear part are 

trivial is open in M. Since this set is also closed it must contain the connected component 

of p. 
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For later use we state the characterizations of elementary zeros for a nilpotent Lie 

algebra. 

2.4 PROPOSITION. If 9’ is nilpotent and p is a :ero of the action A: Y -L .I” (.Zi ) then the 

following are equivalent. 

(i) p is an elementary :ero for A. 

(ii) If DA(X)(p)(r) = 0 for every X E Y then ~3 = 0. 

(iii) For some X E Y, p is an elementury zero for X. 

(iv) For almost ull X E Iv, p is an elementary :ero for X. 

Proo/: (2.4) follows from (1.7). 

The following result is an analogue for Lie algebras of the stability theorem of 

Stowe [14]. 

2.5 THEOREM. Suppose p is an elementary zero of an action A: 2 + _?“‘(M ). Then given 

a neighborhood N of p, there is a neighborhood U of A in the sptrce of %” actions such thtrtjiv 

every A’ E U there is a p’ E N which is an elementary xro of A’. 

ProoJY If{.Y,.. . . , X, ) is an ordered basis for Y’. the topology on the space of actions is 

such that a net {A,) of actions converges if A,(X,) and DA,(Xi). i = I,. . . , 1. converge 

uniformly on compact sots. We retain the notation from the proof of (2. I). For an action A’ 

near A there will bc a map cp’ (determined by the original p and n) which is uniformly % ’ 

close to cp on some neighborhood N of p. Since q(N) contains a neighborhood of 0 WC may 

suppose cp’ dots as well. that is. cp’(p’) = 0 for some P’E N. In view of (1.1) WC may also 

suppose that restriction of 71 to S’ ( = image r’ = kerp’) is an isomorphism onto S. This 

implies that p’ is an elementary zero of A’. 

2.6 COROLLARY. Suppose A: Y -+ if ’ (M ) is un uct ion where [Y, Y J = Y’. !/’ p E M is 

(I zero for A NI which the linecrr purt is triciul then there is u neighborhood U of’ A such tirllt 

A’( X )( p’) = 0 whenrrer X E Y, A’ E U, und p’ is in the sume connected component us p. 

f’ror$ The hypotheses imply that I-f”(Y, T,,M) = T,M and H’(.Y, T,M) = 0 for the 

linear part of A at p. so (2.6) follows from (1.1) and (2.5) by the argument used for the proof 

of (2.3). 

3. COMMUTING VECTOR FIELDS ON SURFACFS 

In [93 it is shown that when a nilpotent Lit group acts without fixed points on 

a compact surface M. the Euler characteristic of 121 is zero. This suggests the possibility of an 

index theorem for actions by nilpotent groups in the spirit of Poincar&Hopf. On the other 

hand, it is also shown in [9] that the solvable. non-abclian, two-dimensional group acts 

without fixed points on every compact surface so there is no hope of this type of result for 

solvable groups. In this section we consider actions of abelian Lie algebras on compact 

surfaces without boundary. 

3.1 THEOREM. Suppose A: Y-Y*(M) is an action where Y is ahelian and M is 

a compact surface. Assume that every Zero of A is elementary. Then there is a set Y c Y such 

that 2’ - Y has measure zero and for X E 9’ 
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(i) The set of isolated xros of X coincides with the (finite) zero 

(ii) Ifp,. . . , pr are the zeros of A then i inde.x S( pi) = x(.‘ll 
i=l 

Remark. The vector field XE.~P may also have zeros which 

example. consider the commuting vector fields on the plane 

x = (cos Zn.x)-S- 
(‘I.’ 

Y = (sin ?n.x)$. 
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set of A 

are not isolated. For 

They induce commuting vector fields on the torus T2 = Rz/Z2. Every vector in the Lie 

algebra 4p c f’(T) spanned by X and Y is a scalar multiple of some 

X, = (cos 2nt)X + (sin2nt) Y = cos2n(.r - t) S/+. The zero set of X, consists of the two 

circles x = l + 4. x = t + a. 

In proving (3. I). we will make use of the following result which follows immediately from 

Theorem I of [l2]. By an orbit of an action by a Lie algebra we mean an orbit of the 

integrated Lie group action. 

Yrocfof(3.1). In view of (3.2) WC only need to prove (3.1) whon dim 1/’ = 2. Assume the 

action is spanned by commuting vector ficlds 1.. %. If cvcry orhit of the action has 

dimension 2 ( Y. % everywhere linearly indcpcndcnt) then M is a finite union of toral orbits 

so x(M) = 0 and (i) and (ii) arc true. Now suppose the action has a non-empty (compact) 

subsot consisting of all zero and one-dimensional orbits. Let PE hl hc a point having 

a one-dimensional orbit and suppose that Y(p) # 0. Select a local coordinate system (_v, J) 

for a neighborhood U ofp such that Y = $, In U we have % =,I’;: + y Y whsrcj’and !I arc 

%,‘I functions on U. Since Y and % commute it follows thatj’and (/ dcpcnd only on s since 

[ Y, Z] =j, $ + yy Y. The restriction to U of an arbitrary vector fisld in Y’ has the form 

u z’ + hZ = hfk + (u + hy) y. 

For real numbers a, h we define G(a. h, .Y) = (I + hd(.u). The real valued map G has 0 as 

a regular value, so for almost all (u, h)~ 138’ the map .r H G(u. h. x) has zero as a regular value 

[I]. For such (a. h) the zero set of aY + ~ZEY in U is a subset of the I-dimensional 

submanifold ((.r, Y)E U 1 G(a, h. I) = 0;. Since this zero set is Y-invariant and Y is never zero 

in U, the zero set of a Y + hZ E Y in U is itself a l-dimensional submanifold. The set of 

l-dimensional orbits of Y may bc covered by a countable collection { Ui ] of open subsets of 

M - {p,,. . * 1 p,, 1. This yields a subset f/, c Y such that lu - .!!, has measure zero and 

X ~9’~ implies that the zero set of X consists of (p,. . . . , pk ) together with a I-dimensional 

submanifold of AI - { pI,. . . , pk 1. By (2.4) there is a set /I’, c Y such that Y - :f,, has 

measure zero and X~.ye implics that X has all of p,, . . . . , pk as elementary zeros. In 

particular. p,, . . . . , pL are isolated zeros of any XE .y’,. For XE.‘/’ = :f, n y,, the zero 

set of X consists of pl,. . . . , pk together with a compact l-dimensional submanifold of 

M which must be a finite union of embedded circular orbits. The circular orbits of X have 
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pairwise disjoint tubular neighborhoods (each either a cylinder or Moebius band) such that 

X is transverse to the boundary of each neighborhood. Removal of the open tubular 

neighborhood leaves a compact surface (with boundary) having the same Euler characteris- 

tic as izf such that the restriction of X is transverse to the boundary and has zero set 

(p,. . . . . , pk }. (ii) of (3.1) now follows from the Poincarl-Hopf formula [I I]. 

The transversality argument in the proof of (3. I) was used by Simen [ 133 in proving that 

any compact manifold of dimension Zn which admits an abelian action with every orbit of 

dimension at least n must have Euler characteristic zero. That result was apparently 

rediscovered in [S]. 

One might hope that it would be possible to generalize the notion of index to a zero of 

an action by a nilpotent Lie algebra 9. It is clear from the following example that one 

cannot take the index of a generic vector field. Define commuting vector fields on 

Tz = R=/R= by 

x = cos2n.r~ + cos2*f; 
2.r 

Y = cos?n.x~ - cos2n& . f’_l 

The common zeros of X and Y are at the four points (f. i). (?. a). (i, ?), (1, i). At each of 

these points either X or Y has a saddle point and the other is ;I source or sink. Therefore, 

index (X. p) = - index ( Y. p) = + I for each zero p of the action spanned by X and Y. It is 

also clear that the restrictions of the action to a neighborhood of each zero arc equivalent, 

so if an index formula wcrc possible, the index of the action would have to bc zero at each p. 
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